
Enjoy optimized Work and Play  with INNOCN
44C1G 43.8-inch Ultrawide Beast on Amazon
Prime Day

SHENZHEN, GUANGDONG, CHINA, July

10, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

INNOCN, a leading innovator in display

technology, introduces the 44C1G

Ultrawide Monitor, a powerhouse

designed to elevate both productivity

and gaming experiences. With its

expansive 43.8-inch WFHD screen

boasting a resolution of 3840 x 1080p

and a fluid 120Hz refresh rate, the 32:9

IPS panel offers unparalleled visual

clarity and smoothness.

The 44C1G is a powerhouse for productivity, offering ample screen real estate to comfortably

multitask. With its wide aspect ratio, you can easily split the display into multiple windows,

allowing you to work on multiple documents, spreadsheets, or code simultaneously.

For gamers, the 44C1G is a dream come true. The 32:9 aspect ratio delivers an immersive,

panoramic view of the game world, enhancing field of vision and putting you right in the heart of

the action.

Equipped with versatile connectivity options including USB Type-C, HDMI, and DisplayPort

inputs, the monitor seamlessly integrates with a wide array of devices, from laptops to gaming

consoles. Free Sync Premium technology ensures tear-free gaming by synchronizing the

monitor's refresh rate with compatible AMD graphics cards.

Designed with user comfort in mind, the monitor is height adjustable and mountable, allowing

users to customize their setup for optimal ergonomic support. Its slim bezel design enhances

immersion and minimizes distractions, making it ideal for both professional and gaming

environments.

Whether engaging in intense gaming sessions or managing multiple tasks simultaneously, the

INNOCN 44C1G excels in providing the necessary tools for enhanced productivity and immersive

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://innocn.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09WR3SKR4
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09WR3SKR4


entertainment.

INNOCN is currently running a special sale on the 44C1G Ultrawide Monitor exclusively on

Amazon for Amazon Prime Day. The regular price of the monitor is $649.99, but during this

limited-time offer, customers can purchase it at a discounted price of $499.99. This promotion

allows customers to save up to $150 off the regular price.

Take advantage of this deal while it lasts to enjoy the features of the 44C1G Ultrawide Monitor at

a reduced cost!

ABOUT INNOCN

INNOCN is committed to advancing display technology with state-of-the-art solutions that cater

to the evolving needs of both professionals and gamers. Emphasizing superior quality and

performance, INNOCN monitors consistently deliver exceptional visual experiences across a

wide range of applications.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/726476379

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors
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in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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